
in this issue, our heroes start their quest to   

fix the bikes!!! 
start by matching this checklist to a bike. write the bike’s  

I.D. # (stickered to its front) and other info below: 

Bike I.d. # __________________  Color _________________

Manufacturer _______________ Model _________________

Next, go ahead and give the bike its own special name!

   now decide who’s working on  
   this bike. circle one option

Version 2.0

SUPER FUN BIKE REPAIR zine!
Follow these steps to fix up any bike,  

whether it’s a bike co-op donation 
or your own trusty steed!

#2

Anyone!  
Have at it

Just me, 
please

before you go on, Make sure this bike has a blue tag on its handlebars --  

if not, you should start with issue #1 of the super fun bike repair zine!
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Name ______________________

Date ______________________

Phone ______________________

H E L L O
this bike’s name is

Note #1 -- If you abandon the 
bike for four weeks, it becomes 

an anyone project!

Note #2 -- When you’re done 
working for the day, return this 
checklist to the welcome desk!

If it’s a “just you” project, write 
your contact info below, and add 
a white tag with your name & 
the Date to the handlebars.

replacing parts as you go
Use this page to keep track of any replacement parts you install. 

It will help us price the bike, let you see what work you’ve  
accomplished, and keep a record of fancy additions.

       
Part: __________________________      Date: ______

Part: __________________________      Date: ______

Part: __________________________      Date: ______

Part: __________________________     Date: ______

Part: __________________________     Date: ______

Part: __________________________      Date: ______

Part: __________________________      Date: ______

Part: __________________________     Date: ______

Part: __________________________     Date: ______

Part: __________________________     Date: ______

Part: __________________________      Date: ______

Part: __________________________     Date: ______

Part: __________________________     Date: ______

Part: __________________________     Date: ______

Part: __________________________     Date: ______

used new

final Check out by: 

Date:

Price range recommendation:
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Big tips for bike repair

Tip: Just about every problem on your bike is something you can 
actually fix with your own hands. How cool is that! 

Tip: You can learn to do anything you want to do. 
If you’re stuck, try asking a mechanic, consulting our repair 
guides, looking on the web, making friends in the shop, or trying 
things out on your own. (Then, you can come volunteer to teach 

others how to do it all, too!)

Tip: any of these projects can be either “do-it-yourself” or 
“do-it-together.” ask for help whenever you need it -- and ask 

for space when you want to work on something solo! 

Tip: Remember that it’s okay if you break something, either on 
your bike or on a co-op bike. Really! We’re all learning here, 
and we can always replace stuff. Enjoy the freedom to fail! 

Tip: There’s almost always a right tool for the job, and  
always good reasons to use it -- so always try to do so. 

Tip: Almost nothing here gets put together dry -- Most bike 
parts need to be greased before they’re screwed together, 
inserted, or pressed in. installed. (yes, even if you just cleaned 
them, re-grease!) some parts need a sticky kind of adhesive 
called “locktite,” and some need a drop of Lube. But almost 

nothing will get put together dry.

break it till ya 
make it!

it’s a bike co-op motto!

Vital Stats
 
Bike name __________________________________________

Bike I.d. # ________________  color _____________________

maker ___________________ model ____________________

seat tube size (c-c)  ___________________________________ 

Seat Tube size (c-T)  ___________________________________

Top tube size (c-c) ___________________________________

Gearing ___________________________________________

Brake type _________________________________________ 

Wheel size __________________________________________ 

Tire size _______________________________ PSI ________

Seatpost diameter ___________________________________

stem type + length ___________________________________

bottom bracket type _________________________________

Fancy Parts or notes _________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________



How to use this Booklet
each page zooms in on one of your bike’s different  

mechanical systems. go through the booklet page by page,  
check off the checkboxes, and scope out the special tips. when 

you’ve checked everything, move to the next page. Easy! 

 { Some checkboxes are instructions, as in “tighten this thing,” 
and Others are questions, as in “Is this part in good shape?” 
you’ll need to follow the instructions or adjust / repair / 
replace the part in question before you can check the box.

 { if you Don’t know how to do one of the checkboxes and / or 
don’t want to tackle it right now, That’s fine, too. skip it and 
leave the box unchecked, and do something else instead.  

 { If you’re refurbishing a bike co-op bike, it’s probably 
best to go through these pages in order, but it’s not 100%  
necessary. just check off your progress as you go so that 
other people don’t repeat your work.

 { If you’re working on your own bike, you might be happier 
doing brakes, wheels, drivetrain, shifting, and bottom 
bracket in that order before tackling anything else here. 
Oh, but If you’ve got a specific problem, well, start there!

When you finish all the checkboxes on any page, you’re done with 
that step! check it off on this page, right here:

 ☐ 1. SeatPost & Saddle
 ☐ 2. Stem, Bars, Headset 
 ☐ 3. Bottom Bracket
 ☐ 4. Wheels 

 ☐ 5. Drivetrain
 ☐ 6. Shifting
 ☐ 7. Brakes 
 ☐ 8. Test ride

 
one more thing: Use the last page to track any replacement 

parts you use, so that we can appropriately price the finished bike.

Credits: The super fun bike repair zine was written and designed by josh bisker  

of the mechanical gardens bike coop in brooklyn, NY. that’s me! 

I owe a huge debt of gratitude to our great organizers and volunteers for 

helping me develop this project -- and to the amazing attendees of the annual  

bike!Bike! conference! that band of sparkling, radical activists and educators is  

my soul and inspiration ... I love you all so much. (Learn more at bikebike.org.) 

If this zine inspires you, please consider supporting the mechanical gardens with a 

donation at bikecoop.nyc/donate, or reach out to me at jbiskeR@gmail.com.

Make that bike fit ya!
So! you got you a shiny new bike or, even better, upcycled  
and refurbed your ride at the coop. you’re almost ready to  
roll! Same as your bike, your body consists of lots and lots 
of tiny parts. if your bike and body aren’t aligned pretty 
well to each other then those parts will all hurt. so let’s  
adjust just a few BITS (oN the bike) to banish sore backs, achey  

knees, and stiff wrists, and turn exhaustion into fun!

saddle height: You want to raise the saddle as far as possi-
ble so that your legs are just slightly, slightly benT when the 
pedal is at the bottom of its rotation (the 5:30 to 6 o’ clock 
position). remember, There’s no way to ride comfortably and be 
flat-footed on the ground at a stop light. none. So pick: do you 
want to enjoy riding, or enjoy stop lights? it’s a trick question: 
Put your saddle at the right height to ride. you’ll get used to 

it, and you can ask for some riding tips to get there too.

saddle angle: THE SADDLE SHOULD BE pretty LEVEL to the ground. 
some saddles have a leeeeetle angle. SIMPLE, right? 

saddle fore-aft: As a general rule, slide the saddle forward 
or back along its rails so that your kneecap is right above the 

center of the pedal at its foremost (3 o’ clock) position.

Handlebar height: This one is mostly about feeling comfort-
able. Start with the handlebar at the same height as your sad-
dle and go from there. Raising it gives you a more upright, lei-
surely position; lowering will give you more speed and “oomf.”

Brake Lever position: your wrists always want to be straight 
or “unbroken” to be comfy. Think of how you hold, like, any-
thing -- a can of soda, a nintendo controller, a handshake. 
now, pretend to hold an imaginary pistol* that needs two fin-
gers on the trigger. keep your hand in that position, and with-
out changing how straight your wrist is, get on your saddle 
and grab your handlebars. in the space where your fingers 
are reaching, that’s where the brake levers go. If you’ve got 
drop bars, you’ll move the bars and hoods around (hoods 
usually need to angle up a smidge) to find this “unbro-
ken” wrist position. If you’ve got flat bars, you’ll angle the  

levers (usually down) to find that most ergonomic spot.

* One of those bubble guns. Or a potato gun. A t-shirt cannon. A glue gun!
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* Remember to track any parts you replaced on the back cover* Remember to track any parts you replaced on the back cover

step 1: Seat Post & Saddle
Can you move the Seatpost?  OK

clean and re-Grease the seatpost  OK

Is the saddle in good shape?  OK

Is the saddle held tightly on the post?  OK

Is the saddle aligned straight?  OK

Extra credit: seat posts come in a million different diameters. 
What size is this one? add it to the vital stats section on page 15.

Step 2: Stem, Bars, Headset
Is the stem straight, and are all the bolts tight?  OK

Are the bars in good shape, i.e. not bent?  OK

Are the grips or bar tape in good shape? i.e. they’re not 
sticky or falling apart?

 OK

Do the bars have bar-end plugs installed?  OK

Is the headset adjusted well?  OK

Tip: double-check whether your stem bolts are tight by facing 
the bike, gripping the front wheel between your knees, and trying 

to turn the bars side-to-side and up-and-down.

Tip: If this bike happens to need new grips or bar tape, wait!  
don’t replace them yet! hold off until you finish working on  

everything else. Otherwise, while you’re fixing the rest of the  
bike, grease and grime are going to get them all dirty -- 

before you can even take a ride!

Gold Star: A bunch of older bikes have crappy steel drop bars 
and two-part “suicide” levers, so called because they might 

not have enough power to really stop you. 

Be the change you want to see! remove these bars & levers 
entirely (you’ll have to cut the brake cables) and replace them 
with more comfortable and effective modern bars & levers. 

It’s the coolest. 

Tire size: Figuring out your tire size is obnoxious. Tires have at 
least two ways of noting their measurements. often you’ll find 
them written side-by-side on the the tire itself. 

 { Look for a three digit number by a two digit number, like 622 x 
25 or 559 x 57. The three-digit number is the “international stan-
dard” or ISO number. It measures the diameter of the inside 
edge of the tire. 

 { Look for another set of numbers, like 700c x 25c or 26” x 2.125” 
or 24” x 1 /18. In these cases, the first number is, well, the lo-
cal size. It’s what people use in conversation: -- “700c” or “26-
inch”. It originally was meant to measure the outside diameter 
of the tire, but it turns out that’s hard to standardize. Now it’s 
kind of a meaningless number -- except that we still use it when 
we talk about the sizes. “This is a 26er, this is a 700c, this is a 24-
inch tire, this is a 29er,” etc. 

 { In both cases, the smaller number tells you how fat / skinny 
the tire is.

 { Be careful about interchangeability: If one tire size is written 
as a decimal and the other as a fraction, they will not be in-
terchangeable, even if it looks like they should be. For example, 
a 26 x 1.75 tire is not interchangeable with a 26 x 1-3/4 tire, 
even though the numbers look like they mean the same thing. 
(Yes, this drives everyone crazy.) Here’s a helpful hint though 
-- you can tell which tires will be interchangeable from their 
ISO numbers. In this same example, a 26 x 1-3/4 tire has an ISO# 
of 571 MM, while a 26 x 1.75 tire is 559 MM. Not interchangeable! 

Wheel size: Wheels almost never have the size written on them 
anywhere. heaven knows why. You’ll either need to look on the 
tires (if they’re still attached) match the wheel up to another 
one, or use a sizing jig at your bike co-op. When you write out 
the wheel size, it’s usually enough to put a number that says 
how big the wheel is, and omit the one that says how fat around 
the channel for the tire is. So if a tire says 700c x 28c you can 
write the wheel size as 700c / ISO 622.

Stem Size: stems angles are hard to measure unless your shop 
has a jig, but length is pretty straightfoward: it’s measured 
in 5mm increments from the center of the top-cap bolt / stem 
bolt to the center of the handlebars. You can also measure 
the clamp size (i.e. what handlebar diameter it holds, usually 
22.2, 25.4, 26.0, 26.4 or 31.8mm), and the diameter of the quill 
stem or steerer tube opening (1” or 1-1/8”, sometimes 1-1/4”).



* Remember to track any parts you replaced on the back cover

About Stems: There’s two basic kinds of stems: “threaded” stems 
(A.K.A. “quill” stems) look like the number 7. “threadless” stems 

look like dog bones. They correspond to two kinds of headsets: 
“threaded” headsets that screw onto the top of your fork, and 

“threadless” headsets that just slide onto it. These correspond, 
you guessed it, to “threaded” forks that have screw threads cut 
into their tops, and “threadless” forks that are smooth. There 

are lots of different stem lengths, angles, and even clamp  
diameters to hold fatter or skinnier handlebars but the  
two basic categories are “threaded” and “threadless.” 

Extra credit: Add this bike’s stem type to the vital stats on the 
back of this booklet. Check out Page 13 to see other measuring 
tips, like the stem’s length, clamp size is (i.e. which handlebars it 

can hold), and the diameter steerer that it’s made for.

Step 3: Bottom Bracket

Is the bottom bracket working well? 
 

Is it spinning smooth as butter?  OK

no rattling, either side-to-side or up-and-down?  OK

Not making any weird sounds?  OK

if your Bottom bracket isn’t spinning smoothly -- or if it rattles, 
clicks, or makes weird sounds -- you’ll either need to adjust or 
replace it before you can tick  OK. Servicing bottom brackets is 
fun to do, and it can really make an old bike ride like brand new!

Tip: There’s a million dang kinds of bottom brackets out there, 
and every dang one works differently and needs a different  
dang tool. even pro mechanics mix them all up, all the time.  
oh well, Whatcha gonna do!? First identify your BB correctly  

and then see what it needs to be serviced.

Extra credit: What kind of bottom bracket is it? What are its mea-
surements (if it has those)? Add them to the vital stats on page 15.

tips on measuring  
some parts of your bike

Frame size: you need to take a few measurements to size your 
bike. Write things in both inches and cm.

 { center-top (c-t): measure the Seat tube from the center of the 
bottom bracket to the tippy top of the seat tube. Remember to 
hold the tape measure next to the frame at the bottom bracket, 
not on the outside of the crank arm.

 { Center-Center (c-c): again Measure the seat tube, but this time 
from the center of the bottom Bracket to the center of the 
top tube, at the place where the top tube meets the seat tube.

 { Top tube: Measure the top tube from the center of the head 
tube to the center of the seat tube. if your top tube isn’t made 
to be level, you might need to use a stick or level to see where 
it would hit the seat tube. 

 { Vital Stats: add this info to the back page of this Booklet.

Gearing: It’s easy to write out your gearing. First see how many 
Gears (or “cogs”) you have in the back and front. Then see how 
many teeth are on each of the front chainrings and on the 
smallest and largest of your rear cogs. (Sometimes those 
numbers are stamped into the metal, other times you have to 
just count.) Then write it out like this:

“6 speed,  53/39/34  x  14-28” 

 

Chain size: The number of rear gears tells you what chain you 
need. chains come in different thicknesses for different gear-
ings -- the measurement is about how thick the pins and rollers 
are. some single-speed, fixed-gear, and BMX bikes take beefy 
1/8” chains. Others take 3/32” chains, as do all 3- 4- 5- 6- 7- 
anD 8-speeds. (remember, we’re only counting the number of 
rear gears.) 9- 10- 11- and 12-speeds each take unique sizes 
that get progressively thinner. in a pinch, You can use a too-thin 
chain on your bike, but not a too-thick one -- so a 9-sp chain will 
work on an 8-sp drivetrain, but not the other way around.

Number of gears  
in the back

smallest & largest  
rear cogs

front chainring  
sizes, big to small



Step 8. Test Ride & Check-out
Brakes are strong and the “lever feel” is even  OK

brakes don’t rub on wheels OR TIRES  OK

Shifting works for all gears  OK

Tires are inflated to recommended PSI  OK

Nothing rattles or rubs  OK

No funny noises  OK

Give all bolts and nuts a final tighten  OK

Get a final inspection from a co-op mechanic  OK

Stick on a cool Bike Co-op sticker  OK

Take a photo with the bike you built, and tag us when  
you post it on social media!

 OK

 
 

congratulations!
hot damn! you just transformed a hunk of junk that was maybe 

headed for the landfill into a beautiful bike that’s Ready to Ride! 

Next: let someone at the welcome desk know you’re done. they’ll 
take a photo f0r posterity (if that’s cool with you) and replace the 
blue “fix me” tag with an orange “price me” tag. this booklet will 
stay with the bike, so that its new owner learns about all your hard 
work and gets a record of the bike’s vital stats. If it’s your bike 
and not a coop bike, check out page 14 for tips to help make it fit 

your body better -- and then ride it away into glory!

Gold star: Add any missing vital stats to the back page using the 
guides you’ll find on pages 12-13. And then give this puppy a good 
cleaning with some lightly soapy water and a rag or brush, and 

hit it with some silicone polish. Make it sparkle!
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More Big tips for bike repair
Tip: Everyone learns in different ways and has different kinds 
of brains. find what your happiest learning style is here at the 
bike coop. maybe you like being in classes, or looking at books, 
or asking for demonstrations, or just fiddling with things solo 
to teach yourself. whatever works for you, works! The other 
side of this is that each of the volunteers here also has a 
different way of sharing information. so don’t be shy about 
telling your volunteers what your particular needs are -- or 
if their approach is not helping you in the way you need. when 
you can articulate what you need to thrive, You’ll be teaching  

others how to teach you, and that’s a huge public service!

Tip: Remember to test ride! 

Tip: don’t be shy about asking other people to look over or 
safety-check your work. It’s also okay to ask more than one 

volunteer for their opinion about what you’re doing.

Tip: When something is wrong with your bike, the answer is  
almost always “take it apart, clean it, and put it back together 
again.” This solves like, 85% of all bike problems. Seriously. 

Doing this also teaches you how to address most of the other 
15% of problems that remain, including how to install replace-
ment parts. In other words, it is always a productive thing to 
do! If you’re stuck for how to fix something, or if you’re just 
looking for a way to pass time and hone your skills, try taking 
it apart, cleaning it, and putting it back together again. (It’s our 
bike-people version of the “turn it off and on again” Trick that 
you do with computers.) Half of good bike maintenance is just 
doing this regularly -- if you do it, your bike will pretty much 

run like a dream forever!

Tip: Sometimes we all get frustrated or feel dumb.Maybe we 
can’t figure out what to do, don’t know why something isn’t 
working right, or can’t understand what we’re looking at even 
after seeing it for like the 1,000th @#%$ time. It’s okay! We’re 
all like that, Honest, so Be kind to yourself when this happens. 

It’s just part of the process!
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* Remember to track any parts you replaced on the back cover

Step 4: Wheels & Tires
Front Rear

Check the rims for cracks & Burrs  OK  OK

Check for missing or broken spokes  OK  OK

Are the brake tracks ok?  OK  OK

Lube the spoke nipples (like 1 drop!)  OK  OK

TRUE DAT: Are the spokes tight & wheels true?  OK  OK

are the Wheels held tightly in the frame?  OK  OK

Do the Hubs turn well (smoothly and with no play)?  OK  OK

Do the Tubes hold pressure?  OK  OK

Are the Tires in good condition?  OK  OK

 
Tip: Some people like to do every check for their front wheel, 

then move to the back. other folks like to do each check for both 
the front and back before moving to the next check. and some 
folks like to get a partner and work together on the front and 

back wheels at the same time.  

Tip: Most tires have important information written in nearly  
invisible letters somewhere on their sides -- specifically their 

sizes and recommended inflation pressures.

Vital Stats: answer these questions in the vital stats section on 
page 15. this Booklet: (1) What size are your wheels? (2) What size 
are your tires? (3) What’s the recommended tire pressure in PSI?  

See Page 13 for a guide on finding your sizes.

Extra extra credit: These metal hoops and rubber bands  
can be some of the FANCIEST and most expensive parts on a bike. 

What brand and model of wheels and tires are these? think about 
adding it to the vital stats notes on page 15.

 
 

Wheels: _________________________________________

 
Tires: ___________________________________________

Step 8. Test Ride & Check-out
Brakes are strong and the “lever feel” is even  OK

brakes don’t rub on wheels OR TIRES  OK

Shifting works for all gears  OK

Tires are inflated to recommended PSI  OK

Nothing rattles or rubs  OK

No funny noises  OK

Give all bolts and nuts a final tighten  OK

Get a final inspection from a co-op mechanic  OK

Stick on a cool Bike Co-op sticker  OK

Take a photo with the bike you built, and tag us when  
you post it on social media!

 OK

 
 

congratulations!
hot damn! you just transformed a hunk of junk that was maybe 

headed for the landfill into a beautiful bike that’s Ready to Ride! 

Next: let someone at the welcome desk know you’re done. they’ll 
take a photo f0r posterity (if that’s cool with you) and replace the 
blue “fix me” tag with an orange “price me” tag. this booklet will 
stay with the bike, so that its new owner learns about all your hard 
work and gets a record of the bike’s vital stats. If it’s your bike 
and not a coop bike, check out page 14 for tips to help make it fit 

your body better -- and then ride it away into glory!

Gold star: Add any missing vital stats to the back page using the 
guides you’ll find on pages 12-13. And then give this puppy a good 
cleaning with some lightly soapy water and a rag or brush, and 

hit it with some silicone polish. Make it sparkle!

* Remember to track any parts you replaced on the back cover

Step 7: Brakes
Front Rear

Brakes arms are springy, centered, & don’t squeak  OK  OK

Brake caliper doesn’t rattle around on frame  OK  OK

Add a drop of lube to each spring and pivot point  OK  OK

brake Levers are in good shape  OK  OK

Brake levers are tight on handlebars, level with 
each other, and are at a good angle

 OK  OK

Brake pads are in good shape  OK  OK

Brake pads are adjusted well & aligned well  OK  OK

Left & Right pads contact rim at the same time  OK  OK

Cables, housing, ferrules are in good shape  OK  OK

Cable routing is correct, and the right length  OK  OK

Barrel Adjusters move ok and are not maxed out  OK  OK

brake caliper quick release (if it’s there) is closed  OK  OK

 
Extra credit: what kind of brakes Does this bike have? circle it:

side-pull brakes  •  center-pull brakes  •  cantilever brakes 

linear-pull or “v” brakes  •  Disc brakes  •  coaster brakes 

tip: “side-pull” and “center-Pull” brakes are sometimes called 
“caliper” brakes -- but this is confusing, because every brake has 
a part that’s called a caliper. it’s the piece that squeezes the pad.

tip: If you install a brand new brake cable, or even new  
cable housing and ferrules, you’ll will need to, ahem, break it in  

before it works right. really though! to do this, install everything, 
then squeeze the holy heck out of the brake lever, then  

re-adjust the cable tension again. 
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* Remember to track any parts you replaced on the back cover

Step 6: Shifting

Front shifting

Shifter moves well  OK

Cable, housing, and ferrules are in good shape  OK

Cable routing is correct, and the right length  OK

Derailleur is aligned well and not bent  OK

Spring and pivot points are cleaned and lubricated  OK

Limit screws are adjusted properly  OK

Cable tension is adjusted properly  OK

 
Rear shifting

Shifter moves well  OK

Cable, housing, and ferrules are in good shape  OK

Cable routing is correct, and the right length  OK

Derailleur + derailleur hanger are well-aligned & not bent  OK

Spring, pivot points, jockey wheels are cleaned and  
lubricated, and jockey wheel teeth are not worn out

 OK

Limit screws are adjusted properly  OK

Cable tension is adjusted properly  OK

Tip: Everyone is scared to monkey around with their shifters  
and derailleurs, but they’re ultimately very straightforward  

little machines -- So don’t be nervous, we got this!

Extra credit: Does this bike have indexed or friction shifting? 
What kind of shifters does it have (often this means, “where do 

the shifters live on the bike?”) Circle the right ones for this bike 
below, and add the info to the vital stats section on page 15.

 
 

shifting type: Indexed • friction

Shifter type: Downtube • Grip • Stem • thumb • trigger •  
integrated (A.K.A. Brifter)
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* Remember to track any parts you replaced on the back cover

Step 5: Drivetrain
Front chain rings in good shape -- not too shark-finned, 
bent, or dirty?

 OK

Spider and cranks in good shape -- not bent or cracked, 
and all chainring bolts are present and tight?

 OK

Rear cogs in good shape -- teeth not too shark-finned or 
dirty?

 OK

Rear cogs spin smoothly and ratchet well, don’t wobble 
too much around the axle?

 OK

Cranks don’t wobble, and aren’t bent?  OK

Pedals are tight, spin smoothly, and aren’t wobbly?  OK

Chain is in good shape -- not stretched out?  OK

Chain is the right length?  OK

Chain is lubed and very cleanly wiped down?  OK

If single speed or fixed: Chain line is good?  OK

If single speed or fixed: Chain tension is good?  OK

 
Tip: Remember, every part of your drivetrain is replaceable.  

But sometimes, if parts are super worn out, replacing one thing 
means you need to replace other things with it. 

Gold Star: take the pedals off, grease the threads, and put ‘em 
back on. Please! A future mechanic (maybe you!) will thank you.

Extra Credit: Some bikes have ”pie plates” behind the gears,  
which some folks find declasse. As long as the limit screws on 

your rear derailleur work ok, Feel free to remove your pie plate.

Vital Stats: how many gears does this bike have? there’s a right 
way to count and notate them, and doing so also lets you know 
what size chain the bike needs. head to Page 12 to learn how, and 

then add the info to the vital stats osection on Page 15.

fixed-gear Tip: when working on the chain of a fixed-gear bike, 
ALWays keep a hand on the rear wheel. use it like a steering 
wheel to move the chain around. never pull on the chain itself 
to change its position, and never use the pedals to move it  

either -- use the rear wheel, and keep a hand on it!


